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Abstract
One of the main difficulties met by clinicians in their daily practice is the choice of the proper laser
wavelength to obtain the best results from their treatments with minimal discomfort of the
patients. This “ex vivo” study, based on the employment of a supercontinuum source, was
performed with the purpose of defining the amount of energy transmitted through different animal
tissues by wavelengths ranging from 350 up to 1700 nm. Supercontinuum is a particular light which
combines some properties of the lamp light with the collimation beam of the laser. The
transmission amount may help clinicians understand which wavelengths have no interaction with a
particular tissue, thus determining which lasers are less useful and effective in the different clinical
situations and locations. The experiments demonstrated the absence of transmitted energy in two
portions of the spectrum, one (350-600 nm) in the visible part of the “therapeutic window” and
one in the infra-red portion of the spectrum (1300-1700). Moving to clinical practice, this study
suggests that using the visible (blue and green) and the far infra-red (around 1500 nm) lasers in
surgery and LLLT is ideal.
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Background
The first applications of lasers in medicine was in
the field of dermatology by Leon Goldman who
described the removal of lesions such as melanomas
and “port wine” stains from the skin [1].
Later on, medical laser applications increased
more and more, including surgery, gynaecology,
dentistry and neurology [2-4]. Then with the
introduction of PDT (Photodynamic Therapy) and
LLLT (Low Level Laser Therapy) in medicine, new
therapeutic possibilities were offered to clinicians [5,
6]. However, with the appearance of new
wavelengths on the market, physicians needed to
determine the most effective laser for their treatments.

Authors compared the performances of different
laser wavelengths in two different studies on animal
models [7, 8] and they concluded that results are in
function of the irradiated tissue features, particularly
of the presence of chromophores (water, keratin,
haemoglobin, etc.).
The literature analysis demonstrates that even in
the field of LLLT, there is no concert about the choice
of laser wavelength. Some studies indicate those in
the infrared portion of the spectrum [9] as the most
proper, but others suggest those in the visible, such as
red [10] and green [11], while great interest was
recently found in blue light utilisation [12].
http://www.jbiomed.com
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From the perspective of laser-tissue interactions,
the effect of a beam interaction with the target may be
the reflection and refraction, the scattering, the
absorption and the transmission [13] and the final
outcome is the result of the optic characteristics of the
processed tissue (reflection, scattering and absorption
coefficients) [14] and of the laser parameters used
(wavelength, operation mode, pulse duration, power
density and Fluence) [15]. In clinics, while refraction
has the main role in the interaction with transparent
media, such as the cornea, it is not easy to quantify
with the opaque media because of the great amount of
absorption and scattering [16]. The laser beam passes
through the target tissue, generating multiple
scattering processes and finally becoming a broad
diffuse beam [17]. While reflection is not influenced
by the wavelength because it depends only on the
angulation of the beam and the target characteristics,
scattering is strictly related to wavelength (inversely
proportional to its fourth power): therefore, a UV
beam results more scattered than an IR [16].
When electro-magnetic radiation is absorbed in a
medium, its intensity is weakened by the passage
through the medium itself because of an incomplete
transformation of energy into heat (molecular
movement); the medium capacity to absorb radiation
is in function with several factors, such as the
electronic structure of beam wavelength, the thickness
of the medium and the temperature [17].
With a laser, which is monochromatic, exactly
the contrary happens: when a beam of I0 intensity
interacts with a liquid, some of its energy is absorbed
by the solution, and this is the reason why the
intensity of the transmitted beam is < I0. Even if the
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particles scattering in the solution and the reflection at
the interface cause a loss of intensity, the beam is
mainly absorbed by the solution and the relationship
between I and I0 depends on the path length of the
absorbing solution. c. Lambert and Beer defined the
relationship between all these factors in the law which
is called by their names [18].
The most important optic parameter used to
choose the best wavelength in clinical procedures is
represented by the depth of its penetration, defined as
the depth at which the intensity of the radiation
reduces to 37% of its highest at the surface of the
irradiated target. This parameter is mostly dependent
on the wavelength [19]: in the red and near infrared
portions, it may be very high, due to the absorption by
water, whereas UV and visible beams are best
absorbed by proteins and coloured particles [20].
The only evaluation of the transmission amount
does not indicate the respective contribution of
scattered and absorbed energy; however, it may
establish what wavelengths do not interact with the
target media. [21].
The purpose of this “ex vivo” study was to
establish, with a supercontinuum source, the quantity
of the transmitted energy through each tissue by each
wavelength.
The supercontinuum light, discovered by Alfano
in the 1970s, is the topic of a great number of studies
and research [22]; it is generated by provoking a
broadband polarization in a dielectric medium by
means of a high energy source by a high power laser
[23]: in this way, it combines the broadband
characteristics of a lamp with coherence and high
brightness of laser [24]. (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Typical supercontinuum spectrum, the blue line shows the spectrum of the pump source and the red line the resulting supercontinuum spectrum
generation.
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Figure 2: Different kinds of tissue collected by the Sprague Dawley rats.

Methods
All the samples used for the tests were obtained
by control subjects among Sprague Dawley rats of a
study performed in the Department of Dentistry, and
the study was planned according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. It was approved by the Veterinary Sciences
Committee for Ethics of Parma University and the
Italian Ministry of Public Health.
At the time of sacrifice, different organs were
taken away and soon utilised for the study.
The different tissues used and their thicknesses
are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1.
The instrument utilised for the tests was the
SuperK Compact (NKT Photonics, Denmark), which
generates a white light from a 1064 nm pulsed laser
emitting 2 ns pulses. The beam is focused on a 1 μm
diameter optic fiber core, thus generating non-linear
effects due to the reduced size of the fiber and finally
producing an emission of broadband radiation
ranging from 500 to 2400 nm.
After passing through the sample, the beam was
focused on the core of a 50 μm diameter multimode
optic fiber by a microscope objective and then
directed at an optical spectrum analyser (AQ-6315A,
Ando Electric Co.) placed at a distance of 31 cm.
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3.
Each sample, placed 15 cm from the
Supercontinuum source and put between two circular
steel plates having a central hole (1.5, 2.8 and 3.8 mm

diameter), was held without pressure to avoid any
change in its size. (Fig. 4)
Table 1: The different thickness of each sample.
Tissue

Thickness

1

Nerve

0,2 mm.

2

Skin

0,3 mm.

3

Small Intestine

0,1 mm.

4

Lung

0,3 mm.

5

Esophagus

0,4 mm.

6

Stomach

0,8 mm.

7

Kidney

2,4 mm.

8

Heart

2,2 mm.

9

Spleen

1,2 mm.

10

Liver 1

5,7 mm.

11

Liver 2

2,3 mm.

12

Liver 3

0,6 mm.

13

Muscle 1

2,5 mm.

14

Muscle 2

0,3 mm.

15

Bone

2,2 mm.

The analyser registered the intensity values
ranging from 350 nm to 1700 nm with a resolution
bandwidth of 10 nm and reported in the screen the
resulting graph with wavelengths (in nm) on the
abscissa and power (in dBm) on the ordinate. (Fig. 5)
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Figure 3: The experimental set-up used for the measurements.

Figure 4: The couples of the plates and the support used for the test.

Figure 5: The graph obtained by the analysis: device screen (left) and graphic by Excel (right).
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Results and discussion
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the graphs obtained for
stomach and kidney samples are shown with
wavelengths (in nm) in the horizontal axe and energy
transmitted (in dBm) in the vertical axe; dBm is the
ratio between the emitted power and 1 mW, while the
energy peak around 1000 nm wavelength and
observed in all the graphs is generated by the
supercontinuum pump (1064 nm).
In Table 2 and Fig. 8, the different transmission
energies in the samples are indicated in relationship
with some of the most popular wavelengths used in
LLLT and surgery.
Table 2: Intervals of transmitted wavelengths for each of the
tested samples.
Tissues

Interval 1 (nm)

Interval 2 (nm)

Nerve

350-475

1403-1519

Skin

350-594

1149-1700

Small intestine

350-476

1412-1490

Lung

350-637

1359-1700

Oesophagus

350-588

1390-1577

Stomach

350-667

1177-1390

Kidney

350-615

1396-1524

Heart

350-629

1376-1700

Spleen

350-752

1351-1700

Liver 1 (5.7)

350-1057

1070-1700

Liver 2 (2.3)

350-667

1323-1700

Liver 3 (1.5)

350-617

1381-1700

Muscle 1 (1.5)

350-590

1388-1600

Muscle 2 (0.3)

350-602

1328-1700

Bone

350-599

1388-1700

The tests demonstrated that all the processed
samples have different behaviours in relationship
with the wavelengths used.
In Fig. 8 the ranges of the wavelengths
transmitted through each sample are reported and
evidenced the most commonly used lasers in surgery.
This underlines that most of them do not seem to be
the proper approach.
Biological tissues may be considered such media
which have a higher average refractive index than air
[25] and characteristic optical parameters of
absorption; the propagation of the light inside them is
in function both of the scattering and absorption
coefficients of its elements, i.e. cells, subcellular
components and different structures [26].
As reiterated in the Introduction, for a
monochromatic light, such as a laser, the optic
absorption coefficient for each homogeneous and
isotropic sample can be calculated with the

Beer-Lambert law [27]; nevertheless, the quantity of
absorption due to the light scattering must also be
considered.
The main parameters related to the propagation
of the light in the tissues are the density, the size and
the shape of the sample, as well as the polarization of
the incident light and the refractive index [28].
The knowledge of these effects and, particularly,
the identification of the most absorbed wavelengths in
a tissue is fundamental in clinical applications,
considering the great number of lasers on the market
today and the growing number of laser treatments
suggested in the medical field.
Due to the structure variability in the different
kinds of biological tissue, various methods have been
employed to analyse the optic absorption; the two
main methods consider tissue a medium with a
random distribution of continuous optic parameters
or such a group of scattering elements, and the choice
of the method depends on both the studied samples’
structural specificity and the light-scattering
characteristics [29].
The “Monte Carlo (MC)” approach, used in
different disciplines, consists in the numerical
simulation of photon transport inside media and has
also been applied to study scattering in tissue [30, 31].
An interesting work, by Lomelì-Mejia et al [32],
analysed the behaviour of different wavelengths on
the skin of rats and rabbits using the Photoacoustic
Spectroscopy (PAS): the advantage was its utility for
transparent, opaque, and highly scattering tissues and
no need for particular treatments or reagents.
Results demonstrated a relationship between
absorption and roughness, melanin quantity and
density of the processed tissue and that it is inversely
proportional to the wavelength.
On the contrary, this study, utilizing a
supercontinuum white light laser, may be performed
by many wavelengths on the same tissue to compare,
at the same time, all the wavelengths ranging from
350 to 1700 nm.
Results showed that, generally, each irradiated
tissue had no transmission in two wavelength
intervals, the first one (350-600 nm) in the visible
section of the “therapeutic window” due to the
presence of chromophores, the other one in the
infra-red portion (1300-1700) due to the water
absorption peak.
Regarding
the
visible
spectrum,
the
non-transmitted wavelengths in all the samples are in
the blue and green, suggesting the utilisation of 450
nm diode and potassium-titanyl-phosphate lasers in
LLLT and surgery [33, 34].
In the infra-red, the use of some wavelengths
that are considered very effective in biostimulation
http://www.jbiomed.com
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Nd:YAG, do not seem advisable while the
employment of devices emitting in far infra-red
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(Nd:YAP and 1470 nm diodes) with a good absorption
in the water is justified. [35, 8].

Figure 6: Graph obtained by stomach sample.

Figure 7: Graph obtained by kidney sample.
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Figure 8: Graphic visualization of the wavelengths transmitted by the different samples in relationship with the most commonly used laser in surgery and
LLLT (in increasing order: Blue diode, KTP, red diode, IR diode, Nd:YAG, Nd:YAP and IR diode).

Conclusions
Even if an “ex vivo” study, due to the different
conditions of the processed tissues if compared to the
living organs (water contains, blood circulation, etc.),
the use of the Supercontinuum device seems to be a
good way for investigating the laser-tissue
interactions in different biological tissues, and it may
suggest important indications in the field of
biostimulation and surgery.
The results obtained new opportunities on the
clinical utilisation of wavelengths emitting in the blue
and green and propose new indications for infra-red
lasers, by favouring the wavelengths emitting beyond
1000 nm and showing that the use of ranges around
800-1000 nm, which are at the moment the most
popular in surgery, is not very advantageous in terms
of laser-tissue interactions.
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